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Abstract: Let f0 be the conformal mapping of a given simply connected region R onto a disk D. It is known that fe is 
the unique minimizer of $J(/) = 11 f IIol, where f varies in a set H, of holomorphic functions defined on R and II II ?. 
is the uniform (Chebyshev) norm. In this paper approximations to fc are computed numerically with the aid of 
approximation and optimization techniques. The essential feature is the incorporation of the geometry of R into the 
numerical part of this problem. Several numerical examples are given, with figures. In addition, it has been shown in 
another paper by one of the authors that by changing II II m slightly, one can also produce conformal mappings of R 
onto prescribed regions other than D. An example of this kind involving a triangle is also given. 
Keywords: Conformal mapping, simply connected region, approximation techniques, optimization techniques. 
1. Introduction 
The conformal mapping of a given simply connected region R onto a disk, which we will denote 
by f0 throughout the paper, obeys certain well known and certain not so well known minimal 
principles. Among the latter there is one principle which is particularly attractive from many 
points of view. This consists of minimizing +(f) = ]] f 11 m where f E HI, and H, is a class of 
holomorphic functions specified in the next section. This principle involves the mapping f. 
directly rather than, say, fd or ( fd)‘12, as in other minimal principles. 
The norm ]I (I o. is the uniform norm on R, which means that the problem belongs to the field 
of Chebyshev approximation. But since this approximation problem is not of standard type (such 
as real approximation on an interval by polynomials) one has to use special techniques for 
solving it. In this paper we have used optimization techniques. Further related information and 
references to the literature can be found in an earlier paper by Opfer [9]. 
A simple modification of the basic technique described here allows one to construct conformal 
mappings onto prescribed regions other than disks. For example, if the prescribed range is a 
triangle, then the modification actually turns out to be a simplification. 
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2. Description of the extremal principle 
Let R f C be a simply connected region in C, and let z0 E R be a fixed point. Further let fO: 
R ---) D(w,,, rO) be the unique conformal mapping of R onto a disk D( w,, r,,) with prescribed 
center w0 and radius r, > 0, where f0 is normalized by fO( z,,) = w, and fd( zO) = 1. Without loss 
of generality one may assume that z0 = w,, = 0. In this case the disk D(0, r) will be designated by 
D(r). 
The mapping f0 is characterized by several extremal properties. Two well-known examples are 
the principles which assert that the range fO( R) has minimal area and the boundary of the range 
has minimal length among all holomorphic mappings on R which are normalized in the same 
way as fO. These and many other extremal properties were collected in a book for the first time 
by Julia [4]. Extremal properties have the advantage that they can be exploited for numerical 
purposes easily, i.e., they can serve as a basis for the numerical construction of fO. For the two 
principles mentioned, detailed developments are given in a book by Gaier [l, Chapter III]. 
Many of the extremal principles known are not given in terms of f0 directly, but, say, in terms 
of fi, such as the two given above. The principle we are going to use here involves f0 directly. We 
introduce 
Ilfll, = ym I 
for all functions f holomorphic on R, and the spaces 
H= {f: f holomorphicon R, Ilfll, < oo}, 
Ho= {f: fEH, f&)=0, f’(zo)=O}, 
H,={f:f~H,f(z,)=w,,f’(z,)=l}. 
(2.1) 
Theorem 2.1. (Goluzin [2, p. 291). There is exactly one element (p. in H, with minimal II +. II _. This 
& is the conformal mapping f. already introduced, and r. = II f. II r,. 
This theorem may be interpreted as a result from approximation theory as follows. 
Corollary 2.1. Let w, E H, be given. In the linear subspace Ho of H there exists exactly one best 
uniform approximation go of w,, i.e. 
IN-goIIe,<IIw,-gll, foral!gEHo, g#go, (2.2) 
and f. = w1 - go is the conformal mapping of R onto the disk D( wo, ro). 
The approximation problem (2.2) can be equivalently formulated as an infinite linear optimi- 
zation problem: 
Minimize a, E IR (by varying g E Ho) subject to the constraints 
Ree-‘“(w,(z)~g(z))~a, for all z E R and all OL E [0,271[. (2.3) 
Usually one assumes that f. has a continuous extension to the closure 3 of R, which 
simplifies (2.3) to 
Ree-‘“(w,(z)-g(z))<a, for all z E aR and all a E [0,2~[. (2.4) 
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The introduction of the angle a in (2.3), (2.4) is nowadays a common trick to transform a 
linear complex approximation problem into a linear optimization problem (cf. Opfer [9], which 
contains several hints to the relevant literature). The idea behind this reformulation is the 
representation of a disk as the intersection of all of its supporting halfplanes, or expressed as a 
formula, 
D(m, r)={zEC]z--m]<r}= { z EC : Re e-‘“(z - M) <r for all a E [0,27r[}. 
We shall see in Section 4 how to use the minimization of a, subject to (2.4) for constructing fO. 
3. Extensions of the extremal principle 
It was observed by Opfer [7,8] that Theorem 2.1 could be considerably generalized without 
changing its formulation. We give only the facts here. 
Let 1 1 be any norm in C with respect to real scalars, such as 1 z I= max( Ix /, Iy I) with 
z = x + iy. With this norm define 
Ilfll, =;yWl. (3.1) 
The norm I I in C allows us to introduce the notion of a disk 
D(m, r)= {zEC:]z-m]<r}. (3.2) 
If we introduce the spaces H, H,, HI analogously, we have 
Theorem 3.1. (Opfer [7]). Th ere is exactly one element & in H, with minimal II &, II m. This &, is the 
conformal mapping of R onto D( w,,, rO), with r,, = II c#+, II 03. 
In the case ]z]=max (Ix], ]y]) mentioned, the disk D(m, r) defined in (3.2) is actually a 
square, and the function $+, of Theorem 3.1 is the conformal mapping of R onto a square. If 
] z ] = ] x ] + ] y I, then +a is a mapping of R onto a rotated square. 
Since a square is the intersection of only four halfplanes, the infinite optimization problem 
given in Section 2 needs only a minor change to be used for computing &,: one replaces the 
condition a E [O,~IT[ in (2.4) by a E (0, in, n , $T}. For the rotated square the new condition 
reads a E { $71, &r, $a, ST}. 
It was shown by Opfer [8] that Theorem 3.1 also remains valid if the norm I I in C is replaced 
by a subnorm. 
4. Constructive use of the extremal principles 
Our aim is to minimize the real number a, subject to the conditions (2.4). As a first step we 
replace H, by a finite dimensional linear space 
W= span(w,, w3 ,..., w,) c H,, (4.1) 
i.e., every element w of W has the form 
w= t ajwj= i (Xj+iXj+n_l)(Uj+iUj). 
j-2 j=2 
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We introduce 
wi=~~+iu,EHi, 
xi = a,, 
and 
gj(z, CX) = uj(z) cos a + ui(z) sin LY, j=l,2 ,..., n, 
gn+j_l(z, a) = uj(z) sin (Y - uj(z) cos (Y, j=2,3 ,***, n 
for z E aR and (Y E [0,2a[. Then the problem consists of 
minimize xi (4.2a) 
subject to the constraints 
Zn-1 
h(x9 z, a)=x,+ C xjgj( z, a)-gl(z, a)>0 forall ZE aR, aE [0,2n[, (4.2b) 
j-2 
where x=(x,, x2,..., xZ,,_i) is the real solution vector. 
In practice, we discretize (4.2) as follows: 
minimize xi (4.3a) 
subject to the constraints 
h(x, zk, “,)a0 forfinitelymany(zk, a,)EaRX[O,2T[, 
k= 1,2,..., K, 1=1,2 ,..., L. (4.3b) 
This is an ordinary finite linear programming problem, which can be solved by a suitable form of 
the simplex method. The result is an approximation to the desired mapping. 
If R is symmetric with respect o the real axis and if-q) = wj( z) for j = 1, 2,. . . , n, then one 
may assume that the imaginary parts xj+,_i, j = 2, 3,. . . , n of the solution vanish, or in other 
words, the solution vector a = (a,, a*,. . . , a,) is real. For choosing a suitable space W one 
should take the geometry of R into account. In particular, corners of R introduce certain types of 
singularities into the desired mapping. The nature of these singularities has been investigated by 
Papamichael et al. [11,12]. See Section 6. 
5. Polynomial basis 
Since for any complex numbers a*,. . . , a, E C the function 
f(z) = z + u2z2 +’ * * - + u,z” 
is an element of Hi, it is possible to choose 
wj(z)=zi, j=l,2 ,..., n. (5 .I) 
If we define W in (4.1) by (5.1), then we have the so-called polynomial case of (4.2). From a 
practical point of view this is very convenient, because the basis functions are independent of the 
given region R. Moreover, for every n 2 2 there exists exactly one minimal polynomial of the 
discretized problem (4.3) (cf. Hartmann [3]). 
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DOMPIN CR) TMPGE fF[R!l 
Fig. 5.1. Map of a triangle onto a disk (polynomial basis), n = 15, K = 64, L = 12. 
We will give some examples. All computations were carried out in double precision arithmetic 
on a UNIVAC 1000/81 computer. 
Figures 5.1-5.5 show on the left-hand side the region R, and on the right-hand side the range 
of 3R under the computed minimal polynomial, labeled in the figures as F. 
These examples show that in some cases (e.g. Fig. 5.2), the image of R looks ‘similar’ to a disk, 
while in other cases (e.g. Fig. 5.5) we don’t get ‘useful’ approximations of the conformal mapping 
DOMAIN [RI IMAGE !FCR)) 
Fig. 5.2. Map of an ellipse onto a disk (polynomial basis), n = 15, K = 64, L = 12. 
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DOMAIN iR1 IPWGE fFfR1 1 
Fig. 5.3. Map of a L-shaped region onto a disk (polynomial basis), n = 15, K = 64, L = 12. 
f,. We should mention that even if one raises the degree of the polynomial, the behavior of the 
approximations does not change remarkably. In the present paper we shall neither define the 
terms ‘similar’ and ‘useful’, nor treat the question of what assumptions a given region has to 
satisfy in order that the approximation computed by the polynomial case of (4.2) is ‘useful’ (in a 
specific sense). 
Obviously a polynomial basis to (4.2) is successful under certain assumptions only. A more 
DOMAIN CR) IMAGE IF(R)) 
R 
.: 
Fig. 5.4. Map of dented square onto a disk (polynomial basis), n = 15, K = 64, L = 12. 
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Fig. 5.5. Map of a dented square onto a disk (polynomial basis), n = 15, K = 64, L = 12. 
detailed discussion of the polynomial case of (4.2) is given by Hartmann [3]. Therefore, it is 
necessary to choose other basis functions. 
6. Nonpolynomial basis 
For each region R illustrated in the last section, th_e corresponding conformal mapping 
f0 : R + D( I-), r = r(R), can be extended continuously to R = R U aR (cf. Nehari [6]). Moreover, 
as a consequence of a generalization of the Schwarz reflection principle, there exist larger regions 
D = a(R) 3 R, depending on R, so that f0 can be extended analytically across the boundary 3R 
into D (cf. Hartmann [3]). 
Now we consider the analytic behavior of f0 at some particular points z,, E 3R. First we will 
give 
Definition 6.1. Let R be a region bounded by a piecewise analytic Jordan curve r. A point z0 E r 
will be called a corner if it does not have a (unique) tangent. 
It should be remarked that the nonanalyticity of r 
comer. Take R = {(x, y) : 2 e-1/xz c y c l} and z = 0 
Let R be a Jordan region and Let r, and r, 
representation 
si: [a,, b,] +llR and 
s2 : [a,, b,] + i3R, with 
at a certain z does not imply that z is a 
as an example. 
be two analytic arcs with parametric 
4% hl) n4e7 hl) = bl(~l)) = (s*b*)> =:zo- 
Let z. be a corner of R. (See also Fig. 6.1.) Then f. : R + D(r) can be extended continuously to 
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s1(t) 
/--A 
sl(al) / y% ./’ 2 0 = sl(bl) = s2(a2) 
R 
Fig. 6.1. Two analytic arcs meeting at the corners zO with inner angle GO. 
z. (The extension will also be designated by f,.) By the reflection principle, f, is holomorphic for 
all z with 
=E {~,(w+,, 6,[}U{s,(t):rE]a,, b,[}. 
On the other hand at t,, f0 obviously is not conformal, so it cannot be holomorphic. Moreover 
the function I/J : (r, U &)\{ z,,} + [0,21r[ defined by 
G(z) = arg Hz) (6.1) 
has no continuous extension in z,,. The jump of J/ is equal to the size of the inner angle $I at zO. 
For example, if z0 is a corner of a rectangle, then the jump of # in z0 is equal to $T. 
In order to improve the results of the polynomial basis for (4.2), we have to pay attention to 
the behavior of f0 in the corners of the given region R. It also becomes clear why the polynomial 
basis for (4.2) often fails: the minimal polynomials generated are holomorphic, even on the 
boundary aR, whereas the desired mapping is not holomorphic at a corner. 
For this reason we shall replace some polynomials of the basis of W by functions that reflect 
the singular behavior of f0 in some corners of R. If available, we shall additionally use 
information about the poles of the analytic extension of f0 to construct a non-polynomial basis 
of IV. For this we refer to papers of Papamichael et al. [10,11,12], who carried out the 
corresponding process in connection with the so-called Bergman kernel method for constructing 
conformal maps. 
Now we shall consider a model region to illustrate the augmentation of the basis just indicated. 
Let R be the dented square (see Fig 6.2.): 
R=R(s)= {z=x+iyEC:]x]<l, (y]<l, x-sgy(l-s)<s-x}, l>s>O. 
Fig. 5.5 shows that the polynomial case (4.2) fails for s = 0.4. Moreover, we can see in Fig. 5.5 
that the minimal polynomial p maps the corners zj, j = 0,. . . ,4 onto corners wI, j = 0,. . . ,4; the 
inner angles $, j = 0,. . . , 4 do not vary. That is because p is holomorphic. It turns out that the 
comer z0 is especially responsible for the failure of the polynomial case. 
Now we will construct a basis of W for R(s) which reflects the singular behavior of the 
conformal mapping f0 in zO. Let a > 0. For every complex number z f 0, there exist uniquely 
determined real numbers r > 0 and 9 E [0,2a[ with 
z = re’*. 
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a := 0 Z 
if 2 = 0, 
rue 
ia+ if z # 0, 
and 
$0 = ao7r. 
With (6.2) we can define the continuous function 
~l(Z)=(Z-ZO)“aU forzER(s). 
The map #, ‘opens’ the corner z 0 : #I( zo) is not a corner of the boundary of +i( R( s)). 
Let z E m, z # zO. Then #, is differentiable with 
t&(z)= ~(z-z(yau-l. 
#, is not differentiable at z,,, because we have 7~ < &, < $r, which implies l/a0 - 1 < 0. Thus I$, 
reflects the singular behavior of f0 in zO, too. 
However, it is not possible to introduce the map #, defined in (6.3) into the basis of IV. 
because J/, does not satisfy the necessary conditions 
#i(O) = 0 and #i(O) = 0. (6.4) 
The mapping 
on the other hand, does satisfy these conditions. 
In Fig. 6.3 we see the curve which arises if we map the boundary i3R(s) by I$*. Evidently the 
inner angle +,, has been ‘opened’, but because #z is holomorphic in zj, j = 1,. . . ,4, with 
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Fig. 6.3. The image of gR(s) under #2 defined in (6.5). 
~;(qfO, j= l,..., 4, the images I/J~(z~), j = 1,. . . , 4, are still corners of the boundary of 
1cIz( R(s)). 
Since f. has the property 
fo(t) =1,(r) for all z E R(s), (6-6) 
and I,!J* does not have this property, q2 cannot be taken into the basis of W, too. However, we 
obviously obtain a function with property (6.6) if we multiply lC/t by the complex number -t0). 
That is, the function 
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DOMAIN (RI IMAGE CF[R)I 
Fig. 6.4. Map of R(0.42) onto a disk with basis (6.8), n = 15, K = 64, L = 12. 
has the following properties: 
(1) $J~ ‘opens’ the corner z,,, 
(2) $s reflects the singular behavior of f0 in zO, 
(3) I,L~ satisfies the conditions (6.4), and 
(4) MNs)) Y is s mmetric relative to the real-axis. 
Before we augment the basis of W by the mapping I/), we shall use further information about 
the poles of the analytic extension fz of fo_ As a consequence of the Schwaxz reflection principle, 
there exists an analytic extension fz of f. with simple poles in the points 
P, = -2, Pz = -2i, P3 = 2i. 
Pi, j = 1, 2, 3, are the mirror images of z = 0 with respect to the straight lines x z3zq and z,z*. 
In consideration of this information we define 
wI(z)=z,~(--Pi),,~~(z-Pi)i (6.8a) 
wj(z)=zj,~(-Pi),,~(z-~;)~ j=2Y*a*,n-1Y (6.8b) 
W,(Z) = +JzL (6.8c) 
so that 
WI E Hi and w~EH,,, j=2 ,***, n. 
If we choose the nonpolynomial basis (6.8), then for n = 15 and s = 0.42 we get the result shown 
in Fig. 6.4. Obviously this is a remarkable improvement over the polynomial case of (4.2), 
compare Fig. 5.5. 
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We should mention that we can proceed according to the construction just given, if the inner 
angle $I of a corner z0 of a given region R has the property 
C# := (Y-T> 71, 
as in this case the map 
(6.9) 
is singular at zO. However, if we have 
+=MT<T, 
then +L is differentiable at z,, with 
$‘(z,) = - $( -zo)t/a-l # 0, 
which means that I/J( zO) is a corner of the image boundary, and it follows that it is not useful to 
introduce Ic, (defined in (6.9)) into the basis of W. 
7. Maps onto a triangle 
Finally, let us replace (4.2) by the problem 
minimize x, subject to 
h(x, z,q)>O forallzEaR, f=l,2,3 
and 




Fig. 7.1. Map of a disk onto a triangle K,(r) (polynomial basis) n = 15. K = 64. 
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Fig. 7.2. Triangle AD,, Br, p,. 
By Theorem 3.1 and the remark given at the end of Section 3, if follows that the function Q0 
defined in Theorem 3.1 maps R onto a triangle 
KJ(r):= {z EC :max(Re(z), Re(z ei2n/3), Re(z ei4n/3))gr}. 
If we discretize (7.1) according to (4.3), we obtain a finite linear programming problem which 
results in an approximation for (pO. Numerical computations were carried out for the case where 
R is the unit disk. The essential features are sketched in Fig. 7.1. The range of &, is an equilateral 
triangle. By a modification of (7.1) it is possible to compute approximations of conformal maps 
onto other triangles. For example, if we are interested in the conformal map f of the region R 
onto a triangle A,,, pz, s, with the (given inner angles &, p2, p3, then we can proceed in the 
following manner. As indicated in Fig. 7.2, without loss of generality, the center of the inscribed 
circle of A,,, p2,P, shall be z = 0 and the side u2 of Ap,Vp2,pI which is opposite to p2 shall be placed 
parallel to the y-axis in the half-plane { z E C : Re( z) > O}. If we solve (7.1) with 
a2 = IT - /!I2 and aj = 271- p2 - b,, 
then corresponding to the previous considerations we obtain a function which maps R confor- 
mally onto a triangle with inner angles j$, p2, p3. 
It should be noted that for computing the map illustrated in Fig. 7.1, no measures for 
generating comers in the range were taken. 
We should mention that mappings onto triangles are of importance in connection with the 
construction of two-dimensional finite elements. 
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